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Abstract, In.thls noto, we study the nonlincar.nonlocal-nohcanonical, axlom-prcrerving isotoples/Qopcrator deformations S0q1Z1of the 5U(2) spin-isoepln symmolry. Wc provl the tocal lsomor'
phism .9Ua(2) er 5U(2), construct and ctassify the lsorcprescnhtlorts of 8Uq(2), identlfy thc
imerging gcneralizatioris of Pauli matriccs, and show thelr lack of unitarycqulvalence to thc convcntiina'i lcpresentations. The thcory le applled for the rcconstruetlon of tho exact .5U(2)-lsospin
symmetty iri nucleor physlcs wlth equal p'and n masses in isospaces, Wealto provo that Bcll's
incquallty and ths von Nsumann thiorem urc lnappllcable undor lsotoplcs' thus permlttlng_thl
isot6pic iomplctlon/Q"opcrator dcformation of quaritum mcchanlcs studlcd ln thls noto which ls

considcrably along (ho cslsbrated argument by Einstcin, Podolsky and Rosen.

Mathematlcs Subjoct Classlfication (1991). S7R52.
Key uordsr isotopies, isoroproscntations, Lie-isotopic algabras.

l.

Statemcnt of the Problem

According to curent knowledge (see, e.g., [1,4J), the SU(Z) spin ot isospin
symmetry can solely characterize the familiar eigcnvaluos iU + 1) and m, I -

0,*, t, ..,1 tn, = i,i - 1,.,. ,-i,
in this note, we show that the isotopic generatization of SU(2j, herein denoted
S*q(z\,while bolng locally lsomorphic to SU(2),can characterlzeffiate genaral
eigenvalues of the type

,F

*

ila)it/(A)J +

lL

Jx

*

!(a)m,

(l.t)

where j and m have conventional values and f(A) is a real valued, positivedefinite function of the determinant of the background metric A = Detg :

DetQS such that /(l) = l.
For the two"dimensional case, the condition del g = 1 for g = diag(gu,gzy)
is realized by 91 = gizt =,\. This implies the preservation of the conventiorat
value I of the spin, but the appearancs of a nontrivial generalization of Pauli's
matrices, herein called iso-Pauli matricen, with afl explicit realization of the
'hidden variable' I in the structure of the spin { itself.
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As a first application, we con.struct the isotopies of the conventional isospin
(see, e.g., [2, 0]), and show that the iso-Pauli matrices permit the reconstruction

of

exdct SU(2)-isospin symmetry under electronagnetic and weak interactions
^n
protons and neutrons acquire equal massos in the underlying isospace.
because
As a second application, we show that Bell's inequality and ths von Neumann
theorem (see, e.g., review [7]) are inapplicable under isotopies, thus perrnitting
the isotopic completion of quanturn mechanics studied in this note, which ls
considerably much along the lines of the cetebrated Einstein-Podolski-Rosen
(EPR) argument,
It should be noted that, at the International Workshop on Symmetry Methods
itr Physics held at the JINR in July 1993, Lapez [9J showed that the so-calted
q"defornations (see, e.g,, [7, 45]) can be put in an axiomatio form precisely vla
the isotopic Q-operator deformations studied in this note,
One isotopy of Pauli mntrices was first presented by this author at the Third
International Wigner Symposium (held at Oxford University in September 1993,
I l3]). In this note, we present, apparently for the first time, a systematic study and
classification of the fundamental (adjoint) isorepresentation of the Lie-isotopic
S0q1Z1 algebra, their applications io the reconstruction of the exact isospin
symmetry as well as to the limitation of Bell's inequality and von Neurnann's
theorem. Additional applications to nuclear magnetic moments, particle physics
und other fields will be presented elsewhere,

2,

Isotopies of SU(Z) Symmetry

The understanding of this note requires a knowledge of the nonlinear-nonlocalnoncanonical, axiom-preserving isotopies of the theory of nurnbers [11] and of
Lie's theory as reviewed in the article [8] in this issue and studied in detail in
the monographs. [16, l8].
The fundnmental notion is the lsotopy o,f the unit of the theory considered [4,
6-14J, in this case, the unit
diag(l,l) of ,5U(2), into a two-dimensionat
matrix whose elements have the most general possible dependence on complex
coordinates z, Z of the underlying carrier space of SU(2), their derivative with
respect to time of arbitrary order, the wave functions rl, rl)l and their derivatives
also ofarbitrary order, and any needed additional quantity, subject to the condition
of preserving the original axioms of I (smoothness, boundedness, noflsingularity,
Hermiticity and positive-definiteness, as a necessary condition for isotopy),

f:

f

/:

diag(l,l) >

0

*

?:?(t,z,z,i,z1b,{t,ar!,A1b\,.,.) >

0.

(2,1,)

The Isotopy of the unit then demands, for consisteney, a corresponding, compat-

iblo lifting of alt associative products .4.B among generic QM quantities A, B,
into the isoproduct

AB

+ A* B t= AqB,

Q fixed,

(2,2)
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where the isotopic eharacter of the lifting is estnblished by the preservation of
associativity by the isoproduct, .4 * (B x C) - (A * B) * C.
The assumElion i = Q]l then implies that i is the conect left and right unit
of the theory, I * A = A*I =.4, in rvhich case Q is called the isotopic elamcnt,
and f is called the isouttit, Note the invariant appeamnce of q-deformations in
their Q-operator form at the very foundation gf the theory, provided that they
are reformulated with rospect to the new unit.I = q-r ([0, 1l]).
The isotopies of the unit .I =+ f and of the product AB +,4 x B thcn imply
the necessary lifting of a/l mathematical structures of quantum mechanics (QM)
into those of a coverlng dlscipline called hadronic nwclnnics (HM) fi61. Here
we mention the lifting of the fteld of complex numbers C(c,*tx), with etements
c, ordinary sum * and multiplication c x C : cC, into the infinitely possible
isotopes Cq(e,*,*), with isocomplex nunrber,r e ='CI, conventional sum *
and isomultiplication 8l * I = 61Q02= brcz)?. Note for future use that, for an
arbitrary quantity A, e* A = c?QA e cA,
The isotopies of the unit, muttiplication and fields then demand, for mathematical consistehcy, corresponding compatible isotopies of the basic carrier space,
the two-dimensionalcomplex Euclidean space E(2,2,d,C) with familiar metric
f : diag(I,1) into the complex two-dimensional iso-Euclidean spaces introduced in U5, 16I

EgQ,Z,8,Ay z = (zt,zz), 6.= Q6 = g = diag(g ntgzz) = rt > 0, (2.3a)
(2,3b)
gil$,2,7,, , ,)zi =Ztgnzt *7292222,

zh

where the assumed diagonalization of Q is always possible (although not necessary) from its positlve-defi niteness.
The isotopic character (as well as novelty) of the generalization is established
by the fact that, un{er the joint lifting of the metric 6 =+ 6 :^Q6 = g and of
the field C
eg,
Q*|, atl infinitety possible isospaces Eq(2,2,8,e) ar"
locally isomorphic to the originnl spacc E(z,z,,l,d) under the sols condition
of positive-definiteness,of the isounit ttSt. In turn, this evidently sets ths
foundation for the local isomorphism of the conesponding syrnmetries,
Note that separation (2.3) is the most general possible nonliilear, nonlocal and roncanonical generalization of the original separation z I z under the
sole condition of rernaining positive.definite, i.e,, o[ preserving the topology
sig 6 = sig F = (+, +). ThJ symmetries of invariant (2.3) are then cxpe"tea
be nonlinear, nonlocal and noncanonical, as desired.
The.preceding isotopies irnply, for consistency, the lsotopies of Hilbert spaces
U: (rbldl e into the so-called in^o-Hilbert space
with isoproduct and

+

T:

i

ii

6

isonormalizallon

f;e, @l$t = q$1q1$1i e Cqt @idt

fiq

: i,

(2,4)

Then, operators which are Hermitian (observao-le) for QM remain Hermitian
(observable) for HM fi61.
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The liftings of the Hilben space require conesponding isotopies of alt operations in '17 U3, I4l, We here mention isounitarity^0 * 0i : 0t * 0 = f;
isoeigenvalue equations
vatues

j,4i

H

.lflj = HQI{') :

* $lAAel$)/($lql$l;

.0

*t".

* l0) =

glfi;

isoexpactation

The tiiting of the unit, bnse field and canier space then require, for rnathematical consistency, the lifting of the entire structure of Lie's theory first submitted
in [ 0J, We are here referring to the isotopies of enveloping associative algebras d,
Lie algebras f,, Lie groups G, representation theory, etc., today called Lie.-Santilli
theory. Here wo mention the isoassocialive enveloping operaior algehras iq with
isoproduct (2.2), A* B
AQB; the Lie-lsotopic algebras
with isoproduct

td,EJfo

*

*

iq

lAt* Bl

* A* B * B,u Aq AeB * BeAi

the (connected) Lid-tsotopic groups

dq of

(2,s)

lsolinear lsounttary transfom* on

Eq@,2,1,0)

:tfu)e(z,z,it,Z,$,$!,.. .)r,
.*"if,."
01w1
= f + 1ix*1 1u + (ixw) * (t xw) /zr +,,.
= 1e;XQw1?,

z'

*

0(w) * z * fi1y49,

0(u,) * 01*'1

: 0 1*'1 * 0 1*1 * 0 (w + ru'),

09fi x0t-*) *

0101

=

i,

(2,6a)

(2,6b)
(2.6c)

where the reformulation in terms of the conventional exponentiation has been
done for simplicity of calculations.
The isounitary Uq(Z) synnnetry is the most general possible, nonlinear, nonlo"
cal and noncanonical, simple, Lie-isotopic invariance group of separation (2.3b)
with realization in terrns of isounltary operators on ?7q
*

^t
^t
0 *.01
=0t n0 =T

=e-t,

(2.7)

verlfylng lsotopic laws (2,6), 0121 canbe decomposed into tha connected, special
isounltary symmetry SUq(Z) for

dot(Oq =

*1,

(Z,S)

pluo a dlscrete part which is similar to that for d(l) f to: and is here lgnored for
brevity.
The connected SUq(Z) coffiponents admit the reallearlon
terms of now
generators
and the same^parameters 0* q, R(n,*, x) of SU(Z) atthough
re-expressed in the isofield R(fi.,+,*)

ir

ip

,:

T"lt-U,

*

{ye$tao,,}?,

under the conditions (necessary for isounitarity)

e.s)

l8l
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r(.Aq)=0,

k=1,2,3.

(2.'o)

The tsorcpreientdtians of the isotopic algebras SlAQJ can be studied by
imposing that the isocommutation rules have the sarne structure constants of
SU(ZJ, i,e., for the rules

lit,*

ii * ItQ\ * iiAf, = ieit*ix.

(2.1t)

wlth iso-Casimir

fr *Lit,n it,

(2,t2)

k

The rnaximal isocommuting set is thorr given by ,P and.,f, asjn the convention.
al oase. These assumptions ensure the local isomorphlsm SU(Z)
SU(Z) by
construction.
t-et lBftl be the d"dlmensional isobasis of S1qQ) with iso-orthogonality conditions

x

6!l.l6tt:=

o;y, c,i * ttz,,,,,n,

@f[q;6f) =

By putting as in the conventional case ,ia =
procedure as the familiar one

fi],

fi * lit) * billBit, 3
d,=
b!

a

1,2r.,,,

*bfi,

fu

-

fi * i2, and by repeating the sarne

we have

*lBfry

= lr2r,,,

bl(bf

(2,13)

* b!(b!-

t)l6f),

(2.14a)

rd,1

D a big,i + t).

(2.t4b)

A consequence is that the dlmenslotts of tho iwrepreoentatlons of gfiA\j
remain the corwenttofial ones, i.e., they can be characteriepd by the farnillar
expression n * 2i + l, i .= 0,2r, 1,... as expected from the isomoryhism
S1q(z) ru su(z),

However, the expllclt form of thc matrix r€prese,$dtious ate dffircnt thdn the
convafitlonal ones, ag exprcesed by the rules

(fia * *tfi{tr qf- -

(2,l5al

14"1*18t7,

tlz)u * *t6!l- (i- + i*7 *1tt1,
(4),; = 1ry|*fi*l6f),

(2,tsb)
(2,15c)

under conditiort (2.10).
The isorepresentations of the desired dimension can then be constnrcted accordingly. In the next section we shall compute the twodimensional isorepresentations, while those of higher dimensions will be studled in a subsequent paper.
A new image of the conventional SU(2) symmerry is characterized by our
isotopic methods via the antiautomorphic map / = diag(l ,l)
I,t =
ealled

*

-I
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lsoduality (U2, l6]), which provides a novel and intrigting characterization of
antiparticles, The corr*esponding isodual isosymmctry SU|.Q) will be studied in
a separate work,

ln summary, our isotopic methods permit the identifieation of four physically
relevant isotopies und isodualities of $U(2) which, for the crse of isospin, are
given by the broken conventional SU(Z) for the usual treatment of p-n,; the
exrct isotopic S0q1Z1 for the charocterization of p * n (see next section); the
broken isodual SU't(2) symm€try for the characterieation of the antiparticles B*E
in isodual spaces; and the exuct, isodual, isotopic 508(o) for the oharacterization
.'
of antiparticles p - fr in isodual isospace,
The reader may be interested in knowing that, when the positive- (or negative-)
definiteness of the isotopic element Q is relaxed, the isotopes SU(2) unifies all
three-dimensional simple Lie groups of Cartan classification over_a complox field
(of characteristic zero), In fact, wo have the compact isotopes S1AQ) .x SU(Z)
for g11 7 At 022 >> 0, and the noncompact isotopes
ru 1U(l,t) for
.qr r > 0 and 922 < 0 (.see [8J for the corresponding unification of orthogonal
groups over the reals). In this note we consider only positive-definite isotopic
elements @,

g1q\)

3,

Isotopits of Pauli Matrlces

Recall that the conventional Pauli motrices o& (sse, e,8,,12,6]) verify the rules
= i,6i11so111 i, k 1,2,3. In this section we identify and classlfy the
generalizations of these familiar matrices implied by the isoalgetrla Sfrqlz).
To have a guiding principle, we recall that ([8, I5J), in generf,l, Lle-lsotoplc

*

i,

rti.oi

algebras are the imdge af Lie algehras wtder nonwtltary transformationt,ln
fnct, under a transformation UUt * I * f, a Lle commutator among generic
matrices .d, B, acquires the Lie;isotopic form

U(AB

*

BA)U| = A'QB'- B'QA',

A'*UAUt, B'*UBUt,

Q=(Uufi'l *Qt,

(3.1)

We therefore expect a first class of fundamental (adjoint) isorepresentations,
here called regular a1ljoint isorepresentation,r, which are characterized by the
maps ./6 = iop
UJ*UI, UUt # with isotopic contributions tfrat
are factonzable in the spectra,
+*/(A), 3/4 (l/4)!2(A), wherc
L:tJetQ and /(A) is a smooth norvhere-null function such that
l.
Au example is readily oonstructed via Equations (2,15) resulting in the following goneralizatlon of Pauli's nratrices herc called regular iso"Pauli matrices

'- Jk:

*i *

I

l

*

f(l)=

,

ol=

\
^-t(0

gzz

03= a_* (12

'd' )

,

Gz

0\

-r,, )

'

= L-! (*!*, -'J" )

,

(3.2)
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= gngzz > 0. The above isorepresentation verifies the isotopic
rules fi1Q63 -,i,6ieU*O* ard, consequently, the following isocommutator rules
and generalized isooigonvalues for /(A) = A,
where

det Q

dt}olt'frfiilt =2iLlt*6x,
*al lr?),
aL*|@l=3Alq), i=1t2,

(3'3a)

l6t,^6i =
ar * lE) *

(3,3b)
(3,3c)

which confirm the 'regutar' character of the generalization here considered (hat
is, tho factorizability of the isotopic contribution in the spectrunr of eigenvalues).
Tte isonormalized isobasis is then given by a trivial extpnsion of the conventional
basis 16) = CI-ilb),
Recall that Pauli's matrlces are essentially unique in the sense that their trans"
formations under unitary equivalence do not yietd signifioant changes in their
$tructure, ds well knorvn ([], 4]). The situation is different for the iso-Pauli
matrices, because isorepresentations are based on various degrees of freedom
which are absent in the conventional ,9U(2) theory, such as: (t) infinitely possi'
ble isotopie elements Q; (2) formutation of the isoalgebra in terms of structure
functions [7, 9]l (3) use of an isotopic element for the iso-Hilbert space different
than that of the isoalgebra [t3, l4J; and others,
In fact, we can identified a second class of isorepresentations, here called
irregular adjoint isorepresentatiotrs, in which the isotopic contribution.s is no
longer factorizable in the entirety of the spectra of eigenvalues. A first exarnple
is given by the follorving irregular iso-Pauli matlces

^, /0
oz:\+i

1\

) ='r'

ol=

(?

o3=

('tr -;,, ) = Lrot'

0

-i\
o

):oz,
(3.4)

which verify the isocommutation rules
161,*dzl

=

zi?t, l?'|,'ai|=zi\Att, l?\'ftil *

2id,6tz,,

without evidently altering the tocol isomorphism S0q1Z1

x

(3.5)

8U(2), The new

isoelgenvalue equations are given by

a\*l&) = *aE?),

a'2

rl&rj = a(a

+UW,

(3,6)

which confirm the 'irregutar' character sonsideratlon (that ls, the lack of factorizabilily of the isotopic contributions in the entirety of the spectrurn of eigenvalues). Isorepresentation (3.4) also provide an illuStration of Equations (l,l) with
the nontrivial lifting of the spin

t: **

g

*

*A.
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The 'degrees of freedom' of isorepresentations arc then illustrated via the
following second example of inegular Pauli matrices

= (rl,n '**
)

u,'

:

,i

'

u, =

(,:r -"{t)

(o';' _|,r;),

(3.7)

with isocommutation rules and lsoelgenvalues for
1ii ,^

'

i{l * lbi{,

4 .tBt = *f,tqt,

lit,*?r|

.76

=i3{,,'

?a *tBt =

lG+

=

+All

lA,^

?i1

*

iil,,

a)t6?),

(3,sa)
(3.8b)

where, as one can see, the eigenvalue of the third component is conventional, but
that of the magnitude is generalized rvith a nonfactorizable isotopic conhibution,
Intriguingly, the isorepresentalions generally occurring in physical applications are the inegular ones ([15, 16J) because the generators reprcsent physical
quantities and, as srtch, are not changed under isotopies [7-9], Their embedding in an isotopic algebra then generally implies the appearance of the structure
functions and irregular isorepresentations.
By no mean do the above trvo ctasses exhaust all possible, physically significant isorepresentations, We therefore introduce a third class of isorepresentations
without any claim of completeness (in fact, we do not study here for btevity
the isorepresentations with different isotopic elements for the isoenvelopes and
iso"Hilbert space which characterize yet more general isorepresentations).
We here defino as standard adjoittl isorepresentallono those occurring when
the spectra ofeigenvalues are conventional, but the represontations are nontdvially generalized, i.e,, remain nonunitarily equivalent to the conventional representations. In fact, regular iso-Pauli matdces (3,2) admit the conventional eigenvalues
I /2 and 3/4 for L
L This condition can be verified by putting 7tt = glzt A,
We discover in this rvay the existence of lhe standard iso-Pauli matrices frrst

:

*

presented

in fi

31

(rl' u't')' t' = (,s?,' -"P)'

dl

=

oj

* ('b'' -lr;)'

which admit all convertional structure cofisknt$ and eigenvalues for

(3.e)

i*

ll,,^li=ieu,.i*, 13*lt!=**16,), fr *1tl =lll;)

y

*6*,
(3,10)
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yet exhibit ths 'hidden functions' gpp ln their structure.
Needless to say, isorcpresentation (3.9) rpmains standard under the physically

significant conditlon

detQ =

glgzxi l,

which is reallzed for

gu*g22=A#0,
rvhere is a sufficlently smooth, real-valued and nowhore-null function of the local
variables, In this case, lsorepfesentation (3.9) assumes the form used in physical
applications (see tho next sections)

a,

=(19,

l),

a,:(,r1,-;^),

0\
o'=\ /A-t
o -^)'

(3.r r)

Sirnilarly, inegular isorepresentations also become standard urder condition
(3,9) and realization (3.10). We therefore have the following additional standard
iso-Pauli matrices

* (? l)=",,
ui * (^;' i),

^' / 0 -ri\
oi=\+d
o )=oz,

ar*(A:* t'),
ai * (rJ' j^)

ar*(cro-r

ai

(3,1%J

-r*),
(3,12b)

Iso-Pauli matrices with generalized eigenvalues are useful for interior structural problems, i.e,, the desmiption of a reutron in the core of a neutron strr or,
along the same lines,for a hadron constituent, As such, the applications of the
general case of the SUq(Z) isosymmetry is studied elsewhere It6J,
lVhen studying conventional particles, e.g., those of nuctear physlcs, the phys-

lcally relevant subctass of SUq(2) is the special one with conventional eigenvalues, rvhich is shrdied in the next sectlons. The image Gf;under lsoduallty, called
isodual Pauli matrices, will bB studied elsewhere.

4,

Applieation to Isospln

As is well known (see, e,g,, 12,61), the convenfional SU(Z).lsospln symrnetry
is broken by electromagnetic and weak interactions, One of the first applioations
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of our isotopic/Q-operator-deformation theory is to show that the ^9tl(2)-isospin

symmetry can be reconstructed as exact at the isotopic lovel, namely, there exists
a realization of the underlying isospace EqQ,z,-8,d) in whictL protons and
neutrons have the same mass, although the conventional values of mass are
recovered under isoexpectation values,
The main idea is that the ,9U(2)-isospin symmetry is broken when realized
via the simplest conceivable Lie product AB B A, Horvever, when the same
symrnetry is realized via a lesser trivial product, such as our Lie-isotopic product
AQB BqAtTl, it can be proved to bo exact even under electromagnotio and
weak interactions. In this case, the olernents of the Q-matrix are constants and
acquires the meaning of average of these interactions.
The reader should be aware that this is an isolated occuffsnce, because it
represents a rather general capabilities of the Lie-isotopic theory. In fact, it is
referred to as the isotopic reconstructiotr of exact spacetime and internal syfimetries when conventionally broken, For example, the rotational symmetry has been
reconstructed as exact for all infinitely possible ellipsoidical deformations of the
spherel the Lorentz symmetry has been reconstructed as exact at the isotopic level for nll possible signature preserving deformations fr = Qrl of the Minkowski
metric, etc, []51.
The reconstruction of the exact ,90q(2)-isospin symmetry is so simple to
appear trivial, Consider a 2-component isostate

*

-

$@):

(wi:)'

(4.1)

are solutions of the isodirac equation fl91 which transforms isocovariantly under a stf,ndard isorepresentation of Fq$.t) x Slq,Q),
In this nots we study only the S1qQ) part without arry iso-Minkowskian coor.
dinates, thus restricting our attenlion to the isonormalized isostates
wnere

$r@)

and

l$') =

$r@)

(^;n),

t$'t=(^i)

@ilat $p) = t, l, = P,n,

(4,2)

i:

q-t = Oiag(.\-l,A).
where Q = diag(,l,1-r),
We then introduce rhe 8Uq(2)-isospin with isorepresentation (3.1 l) admitting
conventional eigenvalues *.1 / 2 and 3 / 4, defrned over the isospace E q Q,2,6, 0),
i=Q6,

We now select such an isospoce to admit tho ganre masses for the proton and
the neutron, Thls is readily peffiltted by the 'hldden variabte' A when selected
in such a way that

m,p\-l o nzalr i,e.,

Az

= mtr/rnn = 0,99862,

(4.3)
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The mass operator can then be defined by

O=
{l^,rno+mn)t*f,^-'r*o-r lar\?

o\
""^)'

*(*r\-t
=['o

(4'4)

*

*

mp\-l mo,\ in isospace"
and manifestly reprerents equal masses fi,
physlcal spaco is readily achleved
our
massos
ln
of
convontional
recovering
The
vla the isoeigenvalue expression on ar arbitrary lsostato

ft rt$t * MtQFt)t *

Mt0t

=

(?

,,|,,

) lfi]

(4,5)

or, Equivalontly, via the isoexpectation values

\0rtA,frql{,ol

* mp, $,"lQfrAl$"| o rnn,

(4.6>

$imilarl5 the charge operator can be deffned by
o

=

l"g

+u,) =

("f;,

B

)

S1qlZl charges on isospace Bre g, a eA-l and
charges in our physical space are tho conventional ones

Thus, the

($plQqQlrl,p)

=

",

$,"l1qQl$"| =a,

(4.7)

Qn*0, However,

the

(4.8)

The isodual 50f,,Q)-tsospin charucterizing the antiparticle B and fi will be
studied elsewhere. fhe entire theory of isospin and its apptication can then be
lifted in an isotopic forrn which remains exact under all interactions. This is
not a mers mathematical curiosity, because it canies a conesponding isotopy
of the nuolear force, e,g., via .9Uq(2)-isotopic exchange mechanism, essentially
representing the old legacy of a (generally small) nonlocal component in the
nuclear structure. These dynamical implications are shrdied elsewherc.

5.

Applications to Local Roalism

ffia S0q(2) theory studied above is based on a structural generalization of QM
of nonllnear'nonlocal-non-Hamiltonian, although axiom-preseruing type, However, ln the so-called literature of local realism (see, e.g,t [7J] there exist certain
arguments, rnost notably Bell's Inequality artd von Neumann's theorem, prohibillng a genenllzation of quantum mechanlcs.
This note would therefore not be completed without an inspection of these
issue and the proof that both Bell's lnequality and von Neumann's theorem art
inapplicable (and not 'violated') under isotopies, This then sets the foundations
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for the isofopic completion of QM studied in this note. The study also serves as
SUq(z) symmetry to spin,
The lack of applicability of Bell's inequality and von Neumann's theorem
under regular and inegular isotopies is hansparent from the alteration of the
an application o[ the

speotra of eigenvalues and, as such, deserves no additional comment,
In the follorving rve show that the above inapplicability persists not only for
standard isorepresentations (3.9) but also for the particular case of detQ
1,
isorepresentutions (3. I I ),
Consider two standard isoparticles with spin {, i,e., pa*icles charaeterized by
standard iso-Pauli matrices (3.9), Even though theit spin is the same, thero is no
necessary reason to restrict their isotopic dagrees of freedorn .\ to be the same
outside isospin tfeatments (e,g., because their density rnay be different). We can

=

therefore assume

l:

Particle

Q

*

diag(,\,

A-l),

-

A

Particle 2: Qt =, rliag(l',,1'-t),

detQ

* I, spin *,

A' = detQ' = 1, spin'*

(5.1b)

I

and 2 which is

Next, consider the composite system of the two isoparticles
characterized by the isounit
flot

(5.1a)

= ?t x f2 -O*1 = (e x e1-l

(5,2)

To properly recomputc the isotopies of Bell's inequality (see, e.g.,

flll

for

the conventional case), it is necessary to identify the isonormalized basis l,Sr -z),
that is, the basis of the totat spin of the particles and2 normalized to fro*,

l

(,ir-zTSr-z) = ($r-zlQ,otlBr-e)fi* = fio',

(s.3)

A slmple lsotopy of the conventionalcase ($ee, e,g., [3], Sect, 17.9) then leads
f

o the lrahasis

rs -z) =

for

the slnglet $ate

*{(^;*)

(^,'-

) - (^?,) (^;*)}

(s.4)

It is a tedious but instnrctive exercise for the interested reader to verify isonorrnalizatlon condition (5,3) by constructing the adjoint of basis (5,4), by sandwich,ng the quantity Trot
= Q x Q',by cofltractihg only quantities of the same particle,
rnd then multiplying the scalar results of the two difflerent particles,
Next, recall that the conventional scalar product c , at wh.cre a is a threevector, has no mathernatical or physical meaning in isospace frg(z,ZrF,n) anA
nust be replaced by the isoscalar product for isorepresentatiorr (3.1 1)
6Qa

:

(

6,? orul

b'

*-"0-"1)

'

ti;.sl
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The tedious but straightforward repetition of the conventiornt procedure [7J
under isdtopy then leads to tho expression

($r-el(Q x q'){(a *a) x (F' *b)X8 x Q)l,Sr*z)

o

*atbn,

*

evby

Consider now unit vectors

- *(,tl'-' + l-t XtJarbo,
0,, b,

(5,6)

0!, b' along the a-axis, Then the Bell's inequal.

ity under the convontional $U(2) symmetry

[7J

= MaxlP(o, b) * P(a,d)l + lP(a! ,b) + P(ot,
P(a,b) = (Sp2l@1 , a) x lo2 ' b)1,5r -z) = -a' e
DBou

Dt)l

<

2,

(5.7a)

(5,7b)

admits the followlng lsotopic image under the covering S1atZ) symmotry

Drur

( rfiH = *(rf'-'+

(5.8)

A*rA')Dprx,

But, the factot * (4,\'- I +

A-ll') can be easity proved to admit values bigger
than one. This establishes the statsment of Section l, to the effect that Bell's
inequality is not universally valid, but holds, specificalty, for the conventionat,
linear, local and canqnical realization of the SU(2) symmetry, The proof for
arbitrary orientations of the unit vectors follows the conventional one [3J and it
is here ornitted for brevity,
Similarly, von Neumann theorem [?] is inapplicable urder isotopies because
based on the uniqueness of the spectrum of eigenvalues of Hermitian operators.
admits
In fact, isotopic theories establish that the same Hermilian operator
an infinite variety of different spectra of eigenvalues, trivially, because of the
infinitely possible isotopic elements Q, H * lrf = HQlr!) = EAI{I 1131.
Similar obstacles to the completion of QM into a covering theory are removed
under isotopies as shorvn elsewhere fl 6J, We here merely mention the reasor why
HM ls indeed a completion of QM much along the EPR argument [3]. Recall

I/

that

Dfiiff*

* Maxlo, b * a, tl

+ la' . b + d, h\

* Zrt > z,

(5.e)

1DflHt', thus preventing the completlon of quantum rnechanics.
Horveveq, under isotopic liftings, one can assume n ctassical iso-Euctidenn
space .tq., E, fr,) lrepresenting rnotion of extended objects rvithin physical medio
and that Ds"fi

[

1J)

with isotopic scalar product
axb

:

atgb = angtftx

*

o11!)zzby

* a;yyxbr.

(5. t0)

Then, there alrvays exists a realizatlon oY frQ,E,W) under whlch we have lhe
identity of the maxinrul operatar and clusrical values, D$11 D$l*rtcat, as it is
=
the case for the orientation of the unnit vectors as above, and values
grt

:

gz2

=

l,

or,

= f,tsl,-t +,\-lA,) :'t/i,

(5,tI)
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A number of additional, inhiguing corrpletions of QM are provided by HM
along the EPR argument, such as the recovering of classical determinism for a
particle in tho interior of a gravitational singularity and others [16J,
In closing, it is hoped that systematic,shrdies on the isorepresentations of Lieisotopic algebras, such as the isotopic 61:;, 611.t1, SLlZ-,e1, F1f.t;, S0$),
etc., are conducted by interested colleagues because of thelr capabilities of novel
applications, that is, results beyond the capacity of the conventional Lie theory.
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